
tactics such as Facebook, Twitter and online
petitions— to cease their sponsorship 
of destructive views and radicalized 
demagogues, TruthRevolt pressures these
advertisers to pull their funding.  

In just two months of operation, TruthRevolt
has accumulated in impressive pile of
victories including the cancellation of Alec
Baldwin’s MSNBC show following a petition
campaign by TruthRevolt, the resignation 
of MSNBC host Martin Bashir who made
disgusting and sexist remarks about Sarah
Palin, and a petition of over 10,000
signatures to sponsors of racist demagogue
Al Sharpton asking major advertisers such as
Ritz Crackers to stop supporting his shows. 

People across the country know that it’s Paul
Revere time, now or never, do or die. They
know we stand at a final crossroads where
we must make a last stand for our traditional
liberties. The people of this country are
saying no—no in thunder—to Obamacare,
which is not only medical malpractice but
also a power grab of unprecedented
proportions by the federal government. They
are saying no to the use of the IRS as a
weapon against the free speech which is our
only hope of someday ridding ourselves of
Obamaism. They are saying no to the lies of
Benghazi, the concerted attack on our
allegiance to Israel, the appeasement of
enemies such as Iran, and our general
impotence on the world stage. They are
saying no to the occupation of the White
House by the Left.

We are finally starting to turn the tide of
public opinion against the radical Obamaists
who have nearly brought our great country
to its knees. Now is the moment to press our
advantage. And we need your help to do it. 
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Paul Revere Time in America
As a committed supporter of my Freedom
Center, I know that you recognize the
immensity of the struggle that faces us and
the gravity of the crisis that we are in. That
is why I want to update you on what we are
doing in this fight for the American future. 
I can tell you with complete sincerity that 
I don’t think there is another organization as
well equipped to fight this battle, or as
dedicated.

As you may know, I was raised as a
Communist and spent the first half of my life
fighting for the other side. When I was
awakened from this bad dream by America’s
defeat in Vietnam, I pledged to spend the rest
of my life fighting for the freedom and
liberties of this great nation. I have kept this
promise. The Freedom Center has been my
think tank. But as I’ve said many times, it
has also been my battle tank, an intellectual
heavily armed vehicle designed to take the
battle to the Left. 

For 25 years, I have fought against the
methodical advance of the left—in our
universities, our media, in the political
process itself. Barack Obama has actually
turned out to be a godsend in that battle.
Because he and his leftist crew have been so
arrogant in their seizure of power, so
intrusive in their invasion of our private
lives, they have made the Left’s hidden
agenda visible. Now the mass of Americans,
not just conservatives, see what’s happening
to our country. The complete disaster of
Obamacare has been a wake up call. Our
people may disagree about many things, but
on one issue they’re unanimous: they don’t
want to live under socialism. They’re mad as
hell and not willing to take it anymore when
it comes to this administration’s “radical
transformation” of America. 

Therefore, we must redouble our efforts to
educate them about the threats from the Left
which now more than ever menace our
liberty and national security. We must win
them to our side. 
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As 2013 draws to a
close, it is time to take
stock of what the
Obama presidency has
meant for America. 
It has meant un-
precedented intrusions
on our Constitutional
liberties, dismal eco-
nomic prospects, an

unremitting array of scandals, an apologist
foreign policy aligned with the Muslim
Brotherhood, and the complete debacle of
Obamacare.

But there is one bright spot: It has also meant
that America is waking up. Ordinary
Americans, even those who identify as
liberals and Democrats, are starting to
question whether more government is the
solution to their problems. They are rejecting
Obama’s phony promises of “hope” and
“change” and telling him that he can take his
“radical transformation of America” and
shove it. 

Obama’s obfuscations and deceits and
outright lies have finally started to catch up
with him. And it is up to the Freedom Center
to do what we do best—to take advantage of
this historical moment and turn the tide to
our advantage. We have the Left on the ropes
and now is the time to strike. But we can’t
get there without your support. 

I literally wrote the book on “The Art of
Political War” and the Freedom Center is
employing the tactics I learned from my early
career in the Left to push our advantage.

This year, the Freedom Center launched 
a groundbreaking new program called
TruthRevolt. A brainchild of author and
radio host Ben Shapiro, TruthRevolt’s
mission is to investigate and shame the
leftwing media titans who spew radical
ideology as “news” and spoonfeed it to the
American public as objective journalism. 
By enlisting thousands of conservatives to
aggressively call on the deep-pocket sponsors
of leftwing propaganda—using real-time

“We have the Left on the ropes 
and now is 

the time to strike."
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“The Point,” which appears on FrontPage
every day, is considered one of the most
influential early warning sites on the web.

• Freedom Center writers also produced
several widely reviewed and influential
books, among which are the first three
volumes of my own Black Book of the
American Left. When complete, this 10
volume set will collect all of my conser-
vative writings over the last 25 years and will
stand, I hope, as the definitive “j’accuse”
against the left and its invasion of American
social and political institutions following its
breakout in the 1960s. 

I cannot say that we have the left on the run,
not yet. But we’ve showed ordinary
Americans that they don’t have to keep
retreating and stand by powerless as their
country is changed into a place they no
longer recognize as their own. We’ve showed
them that they can, they must, fight back.  

The Left isn’t used to playing defense. But
now, in large part because of the efforts of
the Freedom Center, it’s back on its heels.
We have seized the initiative, but we cannot
let up for a moment in this fight. 

With your help, the Freedom Center will
continue to confront the leftists on
campuses, in public service unions, and in
government, and show them that they will
no longer have their way with our country.
We are locked and loaded. Take this letter as
our pledge that we are re-enlisting for the
fight ahead.

Continued from Page 1

This is not only our mission here at the
Freedom Center. It is our reason for being.

I can make such a commitment only because
I know that you’re willing to provide the
ammunition to us here in the trenches.
Investing in the Freedom Center is an act of
faith. It shows that you believe that together
we can prevail in what has become the fight
of our lives.

It is because you have helped us before that 
I ask you again for a generous, tax
deductible year end gift to the Freedom
Center. What we have accomplished over the
past year has been instrumental in helping
turn the tide. An organization far larger than
ours would be proud to have a fraction of
the Freedom Center’s achievements in 2013: 

• We launched TruthRevolt.org, the most
important new website in our history.
TruthRevolt’s goal is simple: unmask leftists
in the media for who they are, use the facts
to destroy their credibility with the American
public, and turn off their revenue by causing
their funders to think twice before
contributing to their destructive deceptions. 

The Editor of TruthRevolt is Ben Shapiro, an
author and radio talk show host who knows
how the media works and how the left
works the media. For too long, conservatives
have taken the Marques of Queensbury rules
to a cage fight, allowing the left to bury the
truth and silence truth tellers in the name of

a politically correct narrative. Now the
Freedom Center is fighting fire with fire—
every single day. Now the leftists who have
contaminated the nation’s airwaves, people
like Al Sharpton, Chris Matthews, and
Rachel Maddow, know that we’re coming for
them. 

• We’ve put over 4 million Center pamphlets
in circulation, including over 2.5 million of
our best selling, “Obama’s Rules for
Revolution: The Alinsky Model.” This year
we published another five pamphlets,
including, “Islam: Religion of Bigots” by
Robert Spencer, “Obama’s 1984” by Mark
Tapson, “Obama’s War on the Young” by
John Perazzo and my own “Obama’s
Betrayal.” We’ve used our network of
conservative college students, the most
dedicated and energize in the nation, to get
these ideas into the heart of the academic
gulag where (as the left likes to say) they
speak truth to power. 

• While the Obama administration may have
waved the white flag, the Freedom Center is
fully engaged in the war abroad against
Islamo-Fascism. We are very proud to count
Robert Spencer’s JihadWatch among our
programs and proud too to have Jerusalem
Post writer Caroline Glick running our Israel
Security Project. Our outstanding roster of
Shillman Fellows includes Raymond Ibrahim,
Bruce Bawer and Daniel Greenfield. Ibrahim
has become one of America’s most respected
writers in the country on the issue of Islamic
violence against Christians. Greenfield’s blog

      

TruthRevolt: Our Newest Program To Strike Back at the Leftist Media
On October 7, the David Horowitz Freedom Center launched a new initiative with New York
Times bestselling author and Breitbart News editor-at-large Ben Shapiro: TruthRevolt.org. 
The organization’s mission: target media bias, and destroy their bases of support and funding.
The media, we believe, are the bullies. Our job is to pummel them. In just six weeks,
TruthRevolt has achieved an incredible stream of victories, including: 

• forcing Alec Baldwin off the air at MSNBC after Baldwin was caught on tape calling a 
photographer a “c***sucking f*g”;

• forcing a public apology and the resignation of MSNBC’s Martin Bashir after Bashir said 
that someone should “p*ss” and “s***” into Sarah Palin’s mouth;

• forcing the Los Angeles Jewish Journal to issue a public apology for running a cartoon 
depicting a Tea Partier as a jihadist – the first such apology in Journal history, according to 
insiders;

• forcing advertiser Carbonite to approach Politico about pulling web advertising after a 
column from Politico columnist Roger Simon calling for the drowning of Speaker of the 
House John Boehner and Senator Ted Cruz;

• forcing an apology from CNBC’s Steve Liesman after he asked his producer to play 
“Mexican music” while showing a picture of Cruz on air.

H   H   H

Ben Shapiro is Editor-At-Large of
Breitbart News and author of the New
York Times bestseller “Bullies: How the
Left’s Culture of Fear and Intimidation
Silences America” (Threshold Editions,
January 8, 2013). He is also Editor-in-
Chief of "TruthRevolt.org. Follow Ben
Shapiro on Twitter @benshapiro.

Conservatives lose because they play
by the Marquess of Queensbury rules. 
We do not. That is why, with your
help, we will continue to punch back
twice as hard – and win.

H   H   H
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This year’s Restoration Weekend took place from November 14-17 at the Breakers Resort
in Palm Beach, Florida, and it was arguably our best yet. Not only were there a record
amount of attendees, we were honored to have such a formidable collection of speakers
participating. If you weren’t able to attend or if you’d like to listen to the speakers again,
we’ve posted the videos of each keynote and panel on our websites including
www.horowitzfreedomcenter.tv. 

Attendees were able to listen to keynote speeches from the likes of Charles Payne, Ann
Coulter, Ben Carson, Congressman Louie Gohmert, Monica Crowley, and Senator Ted Cruz.
Our panels were filled with excellent speakers, thinkers, and activists such as Ben Shapiro,
Ralph Reed, Richard Grenell, Andrew Klavan, Michael Barone, Sonnie Johnson, James

O’Keefe, Pamela Geller, J. Christian Adams, Eliana Johnson, Robert Spencer, Caroline Glick, John Fund, George Gilder, Daniel Pipes,
and Bruce Thornton. David also presented the Annie Taylor award to University of Colorado Regent Sue Sharkey and former
Washington D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty for their work in promoting academic freedom in the classroom.

Although you may have missed this Restoration Weekend, our West Coast Retreat is fast approaching and will convene March 
21-23, 2014. For registration information, visit www.westcoastretreat.org.

Monica Crowley and 
Congressman Louie Gohmert

Presentation of the Ann Taylor
Award to Adrian Fenty

Karen Hsu, David Horowitz, 
Richard Roder and Ben Carson

Senator Ted Cruz 
and David Horowitz

Ben Shapiro

Charles Payne Michael Barone James O’Keefe Contest Winners Eric & Sophie Ross
with Monica Crowley

H   H   H



CONTACT INFO
Mail:
David Horowitz Freedom Center
14724 Ventura Blvd., Suite 820
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

Phone:
(818) 849-3470

Fax:
(818) 849-3481

Websites:
www.horowitzfreedomcenter.org
www.frontpagemag.com
www.freedomcenterstudents.org
www.discoverthenetworks.org
www.jihadwatch.org
www.truthrevolt.org

Social Media:

www.facebook.com/horowitzfreedomcenter

Follow Us On Twitter @HorowitzCenter

To order call 800-752-6562
or order online at www.frontpagemag.com

Center Bookstore

Price: $3.00 per copy 
(Plus shipping and handling) or
$1.00 per copy 
on orders of 25 or more
(Plus shipping and handling)

Title: Obama’s 1984
Author: Mark Tapson

West Coast Retreat 2014

Price: $3.00 per copy 
(Plus shipping and handling) or
$1.00 per copy 
on orders of 25 or more
(Plus shipping and handling)

Title: Fight Fire with Fire
Author: David Horowitz

Please join us for the 2014 West Coast Retreat! Glenn Beck has already
confirmed as a speaker! We will be announcing additional speakers in the
coming weeks. Please visit www.westcoastretreat.org for information on
speakers and registration.

Save the Date – March 21 through March 23, 2014
Terranea Resort, Palos Verdes

For more information, please contact Michael Finch at 
818-849-3470 X212 or email mfinch@horowitzfreedomcenter.org


